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And an enormous emptiness ensued. Words missingâ�¦ Sounds silencedâ�¦ Memories forgottenâ�¦
Perceptions vanishedâ�¦ Intentions disappearedâ�¦ Feelings fading awayâ�¦ No attachmentsâ�¦ What was
before, would not be any moreâ�¦

This is what the startling idea in the letter to the Philippians about Jesus. Jesus emptied himself. He emptied
himself of glory, of the presence of his Father, of his own God-like form, of the possibility of being equal to
God. He emptied himself of what he knew of himself in order to become what he did not know he could be.
This "emptiness" refers to the Incarnation, to Jesus appearance on earth as a helpless child, who became a man
with many human limitations, lived in obedience to God, and was crucified. In the text the phrases that speak
about his slavery, humiliation and obedience meant that he accepted the human condition of powerlessness
and mortality.

Probably St. Paul is quoting a hymn used by the Christian community. Its theology is reminiscent of Romans
5:12-21 and 1 Corinthians 15:20-28. These texts speak about Adam and his attempt to be like God, which
brought about a curse upon creation (Genesis 2:16-17; 3:5, 14-19). Christ is raised as a contrast to Adam.
Christ stands as the opportunity of redemption that Adam's action brought upon us.

But Jesus Christ is not only presented as the redeemer, but as an example. Is it possible to follow him on this
path? How would we empty ourselves of ourselves? That sounds like a quite complicated task, after all, we
are who we are. But who we are is to some extent reshaped throughout life. And who we are might include
our capacity of letting go of those things that are known and are dear to us.

In which way will you empty yourself this morning? What would it mean for you to be empty of what you
value the most about yourself? What else might you let go? Can you let go of anger? Perhaps of a fight? Of a
feeling that you are nurturing for years? Are you holding on to a decision that is not meaningful any more?
What emptiness is needed so you travel lighter? What emptiness is needed so you journey with Jesus towards
Jerusalem?

There he comesâ�¦ Hosannaâ�¦ Hosannaâ�¦
We come with himâ�¦

As in the poem of Kathy Galloway:

"We come with high hopes,
Trailing expectations,
our own and others.
We come by many different means;
On foot, on horseback, some by sea, and some,
more lately, with removal vans.
We come because the old ways have departed
and sheep now reign where once the children played.
Old loyalties betrayed, old verities found wanting,
old certainties upturned, we come, cast of Eden.

And we tread our way among the crowds,
in fear and fascination of the city and its multitudes of possibilities.
Do we want to be here?
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Perhaps.
But here we are regardless.
Seeking better times, polishing our hopes,
Nursing our wounds, hiding all our doubts.

We're all coming to Jerusalem.
This is where there is nowhere left to run.
This is where we stand, and walk, and fall, and (will we?)
rise again.
There it is."
The place where our emptiness happens.
Welcome to Jerusalem.

Amen.
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